Many of our vendors are unfamiliar with the UNF campus. In order to acquaint you with our community and give you the best chance of success, we have compiled a list of helpful tips.

1. **Tent:** This is a nice visual for students who are across the lake. It makes Market Day look fuller, more colorful and more enticing. Tents also provide coverage for those nice, sunny days.

2. **Interactive Games:** Whether it’s darts, corn hole or remote control cars, Interactive games are a great way to get students to stop and talk to you. This is really a key point for some of our most successful vendors.

3. **Credit Card Machine:** Consistently, our vendors who bring their own credit card machines or have the paperwork to accept cards do better than if they did not have it. Some students do not carry cash on them. So if you have the ability to do so, credit card machines are a great idea!

4. **Color:** Our produce vendor can tell you, his large and colorful display really gets students over in his direction.

5. **Tablecloth:** Although we provide the table, a tablecloth can make any set up look cleaner, neater and ready for business.

6. **Cool Visual Setups:** Whether you’re a jewelry vendor or herb garden, having your product displayed in a fun way is always a good idea. Some of our vendors bring extra small tables or mirrors to lay their product on. Remember: the more visually intriguing the better!

7. **Signs:** Let us know who you are!

8. **Prices:** Have them out so the students know how affordable your product is.